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We prove the following two conjectures of Griinbaum on arrangements of curves in the 
Euclidean plane: (a) There is no arrangement of II curves such that 4n - 4<:f,(A)< Sn - 12. (b) 
There is no digun-free arrangement of n curves (n a336) such that 4n-4<f,(A)<Sn- 7. 
(f,(A) denotes the: number of faces of the arrangement A.) Generalizing (a). wc obtain: (c) For 
q:ach k there is an integer n, (depending on k) such that no arrangement of n curve5 (n 3 n,,) 
satisfies: kn-2k.t4<f,(A)<(k+l)n-k(k-1). 
AH arraazgement of curves A = {C,, C2, . . . , C,} in the Euclidean plane E2 is a 
finite family of simple closed curves such that every two curves have precisely two 
poinls in common,, at which they cross each other. 
An arrangement A is called trivial if there exists a pair of points contained in 
each curve of A. It is near-trivial if there is a point common to all the curves of A. 
It is ia near-pencil prcvided, all its curves but one build a trivial arrangeiment, r-r3 
vertcax of which is on the remaining curve;. 
E::.ch arrangement of curves determines a cell-complex decomposition of :he 
Eucl idian plane (the ‘outside’ of the arrangement is considered as a cell). In 
general, digons will be present; otherwise, the arrangement is called &on-free. 
Two arrangements of curvc;s are isomorphic provided the associated cell-com- 
plexl;s are isomorphic (i.e. there is a one-to-one incidence preserving map 
between their vertices, edges and faces). There is only one isomorphism type of 
trivial arrangement with n curves (called T(n)), of near-pencil with n curves 
(called N(n)) and of near-trivial arrangement obtained by addition of a curve to 
T(n -- I) (called NT’(n)): see Fig. 1. 
For further details, we refer the reader to Grtinnhaum [l]. 
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The followirug Bemma is obvious but bst-M: 
VVh~n a curtIe C cu?s an arrangement A in k points, it adds k faces and 
. 
e Griinbaum [_l] gives a table of a!1 known pairs (n, f2) for n s 15. This leads him 
to state the following conjecture, that we shall grove: 
NC, arrangement of n cumes satisfies 4n - 4< fi < 52 - 12 (from now 
on we shal; write f2 instead of fi( A) whe.1 there is no ambiguity). 
Note that this is interesting only if 4n - 4~ S rt - 12, that is if n ‘2 9. For n = 9, 
32 < fi< 33 i-5 obviously false. We shall therefore assume n Z= 10 in the proof. 
The proof uses an inductiorn, but for this M e need a characterization of the 
arrangements having 1~s than 4n - 4 faces. Criinbaum [l] gives the following 
result: 
Let A be an arrangement with n curves and f2 faces. Then: eitherf, = 212, which 
happens if and only if A is T(n), or f2 = 3n - 2, which happens if and only if A is 
NT(n) (except for n = 4, but this does not maxter), or f2 a4n - 6. 
’ Moreover, if f2 = 4n - 6, then A is either derived from NT(n - 1) in one of the 
two ways indicated in Fig. 2 (note that each of the two ways may lead to many 
non-isomorphic types), or else n := 6 or 7 and it dot-e, plot matter since we have 
assumed H > HI. 
he aSSUr;ipiiCm aa 2 IQ allows us to obtain a characterization when fi = 4n - 5 
and when fi = 4n - 4 without lengthy enumerations: 
e an at-range ment with n curves and 4n - 5 es. Two cases may occur: 
(a) All the curves in A contain at most 4 vertices. Euler’s formula, f. - fi 1. 
&z--5)+f, =7-4n+fi. 
5 3 sr 4 vertices, the mxnber of e 
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there: are more than two curves with 4 vertices, othierwise A could not have 4n - 5 
face! : 2 curves with 4 vertices and n - 2 curves with 3 vertices determine at most 
4+3[n-2)=3n-2 faces (by Lemma l), and 4n-5>3n---2 for n>3. So, the 
arrangement has at least 6 vertices lying on these two curves with 4 vertices, and 
r=ll or0. 
Cpzse r = 0. Then fil = 7, and the problem becomes purely combinatorial: given 
7 otljects a, b, c, d, e, f and g, what is the maximum number of distinct subset:? oIf 
4 otljects, any two subsets having exactly two objects in common? The maximum 
is 7: abed, abeg. acef, adfg, bcfg, bdef and cdeg. Indeed, each subset has two 
objects in common with abed (except abed itself), and if two of them have :he 
same pair in common; th!ey are ahke, since there are only 2 objects left, among 
which two distinct pairs should be found. The maximum is thus (4) + 1 = 7 curies, 
which contradicts the assumption R 2 10. 
Cze r = 1. Then f. = 6, and it is easy to conclude that the number of curIdes 
with 4 vertices is at most 3, contradicting the assumption. 
(b) There is a curve C in A with at least 5 vertices. Let A \C denote 1:he 
arrangement obtained by removing C from A. Three cases may occur: 
- IZ has 5 vertices. Then A‘\ C is of type AI or A*, because this arrangement 
has J(n - 1) -- 6 faces. This is absurd, because it is impossible to add a curve with 5 
vertices to A, or AZ (ei;her this curve goes through a and b, and it has onl!i 4 
vertices, or it goes through a only (or b only) or through none of them, and there 
are ;kt once more than 5 vertices on it). 
- .4 \C is T(n - 1). This is absurd too, since only T(n), N(n) or NT(n) can be 
derired from T(n - 1). 
- 4 \IC is NTH’(n - 1). “This is the only possible case, which leads to the two kinds 
of arrangements with 411 -6 faces shown in Fig. 3. 
.aet A be an arrsrige 
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(h) There is c1 curve C’ (in A) having at least 5 vertices. 
- C has 5 vertices. Then A \ C is of type A; or A$, a contradiction, since no 
curve T\vith 5 vertices can be added to one of these. 
-C has 6 vertices. Then A\C is of type A, or AZ, which leads to a 
contradiction again. 
- C has more than 6 vertices. Then A \ C is T(n - 1) or lW(n - 1). 
case, A is N(n) and in the second case it is constructed like A” in Fig. 4. 
. Throughout this section we have assumed that ~12 10, but everything 
remains true if n 2 9. When n = 8, there is an arrangement with 4n - A faces 
which is not of type A” or IV. 
2. For n 3 9, ail arrangements with n curves and at most 4n -4 faces 
contain TCn -. 2s. 
If all the curws of an aPrtrngement of n curves have at most 4 vertices, 
this arrangement has at mc;st fz( T( 2)) -I- 4( n - 2) = 4n - 4 faces. 
Fig. 4. 
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Ir Ideed, every arrangement of n curves (n 2 2) contains T(2), and the remaining 
tunes add no more th:in 4 faces each (by Lemma 1). 
For n 6 9, it is obvious. Assume Theorem 1 is true for n 
curves. Let us show that no arrangement of n + 1 curves satisfies 4(n + 1) -3 cfz < 
5(n+l)-12, that is 411<f,<Sn-7. 
I. A has at most 4n faces: the result is obvious. 
II. j$(A) > 4n. In this case, Lemma 2 implies the existence of a curve C with at 
least 5 vertices in A. 
(a) A \ C has at least 5n - 12 faces. Then A has at least (5n-12)+,5=5n-7 
faces. 
(b) A \ C has 4n -0, 4n - 5 or 4n - 4 faces. Since C has at least 5 vertices, C 
does not go through u and 6. A ‘\ C contains T(ra - 2) (Remark 2), so that C adds 
at least 1 + (n - 2) = ro - 1 faces to A \ C, and A has at least (412 - 6) + (n - 1) = 
Sn - 7 faces. 
(c) A\CisNT( ) h’h n , w IC contains a n-point a and a (n - l)-point b. Either C 
goes through a or 6 and adds at least 1 + (n - 1) and at most 1 + (n - 1) + 2 faces to 
NT(n), so that A has at least 4n -2 and at most 4n faces, or C does not go 
through a nor through 6, and adds at least 2(n - 1) faces to NT(n). so that A has 
at least (3n-2)+(2n--2)=Sn-4 faces. 
(d) A \ C is T(n). Then f2(A) ~4n, a contradiction. 
ee 
This is another conjecture of Griinbaum that we shall prove for every n 2 36, 
though we think. it is true for all n: 
2. No digon -fvee arrangement A of n curves (n 2 36) satisfies 
4n-4<f,<5n-7. 
. Thanks to the result of the preceding section, it suffices to see that any 
arrangement with 5 n - 12, 5n-11, 5n-10, 5n-9 and 5n-8 faces (~38) 
contains digons. We shall prove successively: 
arrangemesrts with 5(n-l)--f2=5n-7. 5n-6,...,5n-3 faces are 
from arrangements with less than Sn -- 12 faces, that is of type Al, AZ, 
A;, A;, A” or N. 
111. When a digor-free arrangement is derived f:-om an arrangement ‘M+t 
than Sn - 12 faces, t least 5(n + 1 I- 7 = Sn - 2 faces. 
f A has 5n -- 7 faces, either there is 21 curve C in 
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arrangement wouid have 4-n faces at most, as we sav’ earlier). As soon as the 
arrangement has 3 - (z) + 1 = 31 curves distinct from C. there is a pair of vertices of 
C common to 4 other curves of A. that is A contains T(S). Since A is not trivial, 
there is a curve in A which is not going through the vertices a and h of T(S): this 
curve has at least 6 vertices, a contradiction. 
- If A has ,511 - 6 faces and at least 33 curves, there is a curve C in A with at 
least 6 vertices, as before. Ir’ C has more than 6 vertices, there is nothing to prove. 
If C has 6 vertices, A \ C ha*<! at least 32 curves, and Sn - 12 faces. Thus, there is 
a curve C’ in A \ C such that (A \ C)\ C’ has at most 4(n - 2) -4 faces. But then 
C’ has at least (Sn - 12)--(4(rtr -2)-4)= YE vertices, and may be removed directly 
from A : A \ C has at most :%z - 1) - 4 faces. 
- The same proof is valid when A has Sn - 5 faces and at least 34 curves, when 
A has Sn - 4 faces and at least 35 curves and when A has 5 n - 3 faces and at least 
36 curves (in this taslt case, the same proof has to be carried out 5 times, 
dccrcasing simultaneously the number of curves and the number of faces by one 
unit. 
Proof of II. Recall that an arrangement of n curves of type AI, AZ, A’,, Ai, or A” 
always contains T(n - 2), that N(n) and NT(n) both contain T(n - l), and that the 
curve added to an arrangement A with digons to produce a digon-free arrange- 
ment must cross all the edges of the digons of A (and never at a vertex of A). 
Thus, if a curve of an arrangement A contams 3 digon-edges, no digon-free 
arrangement can be derived from A (adding a single curve): neither Al nor A; 
can produce a digon-free arrangement. On the other hand, arrangelments of type 
A2 or A> contain a curve C common to their vertices LP and 6, which contains two 
digon-edges, so that the added curve should cross C at two points, but not at a or 
h. Therefore, this curve adds at least 2(n - 2) faces to A2 or to A$, which gives 
more than 512 - 7 faces anyway. A curve C added to an arrangement of n curves 
of type A” to produce a digon-free arrangement must cross the (‘n -2) digon- 
edges of A”. The only nontrivial case is when C goes through a or b, for instance 
a. C must then cross the two curves not common to u and b: once the curve 
through a, and twice the curve through b. This makes 3 more vertices on C (if two 
of them were the same, A”U C would have a digon): C has at least (n -- 2) + 1 + 
3=n+2 vertices, and A”UC has at least (4n-4)+(n+2)=5z-2 faces. The 
arrangement T(n) is digon-free. The only nontrivial case is when the added curve 
C goes through a or 6, for instance a. N(n) contains T(n - 1) and a curve C’. The 
vertices of C lying immediately before or after L cannot belong to one of the 
curves of T( M - 1) (otherwise N(n) U C would have a digon). Thus, they lie on C’, 
and C has 1 + (n - 1) + 2 = n + 2 vertices. therefor e, N(n) U C has S )Z - 2 faces. 
Finally, the curve C added to IV&) to produce ii digon-frze arraq,ement does 
not go through a nor through b (otherwise NT(n) would have at mf3:Y: 4n faces). 
erefore, C crosses the subarrangement T(n -- 1) in 2(n - 1) points. Since the 
only curve of NT(n) not in T( n - 1) contains two dlgon-edges, C also crosses it at 
two new points. Thus, N’T(n)UC has (3~--2,P2(m-- 1)+2=%-G faces. 
We have seen that no arrangement of n curves satisfies fi < 2n, 2rz < f2 < 3n -- 2, 
3n-2<f,<Gir 6~4n-4<f,<Sn- 12. There are more and more such ‘holes’ 
when n increases: 
Given. k, there is an integer no (depending on k ) such that no 
arrangement of n curves (n a no) satisfies 
ku-2k+4<f,<(k+l)n-k(k-1). 
We shall prove it with II,, = +k.‘-? pz & -4k + 8 (but it is certainly not the best 
possible value for rz,,). We know that Theorem 3 is true for k ~4, and we shall 
assume from now on that k a 5. Let us fir-s1 state two lemmas: 
When ail the curves of an arrartgernent have at most k vertices, this 
arrangemint has at rnt~ (]ik[(],!k[- 1) + ?\-c k(n - $k[) faces (]$k[ is the smallest 
integer a$k). 
Indeed, the first term gives the maximal number of faces in an arrangement of 
]$k[ curves; since each of the n -]$k[ remaining curves adds at most k f’aces, we 
obtain the second terrn (until xk[ curves, none of them can have k vertices). 
(]$k[(]ik[--1)+2)+k(n-]ik[)=kn--,’k*--Sk+2 if ~2 is even, 
= kn-ik’-$k+2--: if n is odd. 
We shall use the fact that, for k 25, these two expressions are less than 
kn-2k+4. 
. Given k, there is an integer no (depending on k) such that any 
arrangement of 11 curves (n sn,,) satisfying kn-(k-l)(k--2Kf2<kn-2kf4 
contains T( n - k + 2). 
roof. (Under the assumption that Theorem 3 is true for arrangemen+ of at most 
n - 1 curves.) We have already proved L,emma 4 for k = 4 with no = 9, and the 
ideas in Section 3 show that it is true for k = 5 with n,, = 37. Let us generalize this 
by induction: 
Assume the lemma holds for all arrangements having at most n - 1 curves. Let 
A be an arrs ngement of n curves fnch that f&l ) = kn - (Ic - l)( k - 2). If A 
contains a curve C with k + 1 vertices at i;ast, then by removing it we get ark 
arrangement having less than k(n - 1 J - ( k - I)( k - 2) faces, that is containing, by 
the induction hyp&. 2. T(n-l-(k-I,l+2)== T(u--k+2). On the o 
if A contains a curve C with k vertices (it is the or@ remaining case: VJ 
curves of r?l have at most - I vertices, ,a has less then kn - 
by Lemma 3), as soon as ere are (i)(Ec - - 2 ) + 1 curv 3s other 
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I, that is a curve with k + 1 vertices, a contradiction. Thus, Lemma 4 
holds for kn - (,k - 1 )( k - 2) faces from n,, = (;‘I( k - 2) + 2, and for 
kii- (k-l)(k-2),...,kn--2k-t4 faces from 
no = (k-2)+2+(kn-~2k+4)-(kn-(k-l)(k-2))=tk3-~k2.-4k+8. 
Indeed, f2 and n are decreased one by one as in Section 3, as often as needed, 
until the arrangement of m curves obtained has less than km -(k - l)( k - 2) faces. 
It then has at most (2 - 1)m - 2k + 6 faces (by the induction hypothesis). and the 
last curve removed in this way Itas enough vertices to be removed directly from A 
with the same result. 
roof of 3. Assume the theorem is true for all arrangements of at most 
n -- 1 curves. Let us show that no arrangement A of n curves satisfies 
kn--2k+4<f2(A)<(k+l)n-k(k-1). 
1. fz( A ) s kn - 2k + 4: Ihe result is obvious. 
II. f,(A ) > kn - 2k + 4. Then there is a curve C of A which has at least n + 1 
vertices (by Lemma 3). Three cases may occur: 
(1) f,(A\C)Hk+l)(n-l)-k(k-1). Then f2(A)a(k+l)n-k(k-l), and 
there is nothing to prove. 
(2) k(n- l)-(k-l)(k-2)%(A\C)sk(rr-l)-2k+4. 
(3) (k-l)(n--l)--(k-2)(k-3)~f,(A\C)~(k-l)(n-l)-2k+6. 
By Lemma 4, A \, C contains T(n - k + 1) in case (2), and T(n .- k + 2) in case (3). 
- In case (2), there are at most k -2 curves which do not contain the two 
vertices of T( n - k + 1). Therefore, C adds (a) at least (n-k+l)+l=n-k+2 
faces, or (b) at least 2rr - 2 k + 2 faces :‘J A \ C. 
In case (a), A has at least k(n-1)--(k-l)(k--2)+n-k+2= 
!k+l)n-k(k-1) faces. Incase (b), A has at least (k-t-2)(12--1)-(k-l)(k-2)= 
tk+2)rz--k2+2k-4 facl;s. 
- In case (3), k must b: replaced by k - 1. C adds (a) at most r~ -i- k - 3 faces, or 
(bj at least 2n -2k -t 4 faces to A \ C. 
In case (a), A has at most (k - l)(n - 1) - Lk -+- 6+ M + k - 3 = kn - 2k +4 faces, a 
contradiction. In case (b), A has at least (k - l)(n -- 11 k2 + Sk -6+ 2ra - 2k +4 = 
(k + 1)n --(k - 1)’ faces. 
[I] B. Griinbaum, Arrangements and Spreads (Amer. Math. Sot., providence, RI, 1972). 
